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Ab6tract

A variational method for generating adaptive ❑eahe~ 10 described.

Functional measuring smoothness, skewness, orientation, and the Jacobian

are minimized to generate a mapping from a rectilinear domain in natural

coordinates to an arbitrary domain in physical coordinates. From the map-

ping, a mesh Is easily constructed. In using the ❑ethod to adaptively zone

computational problems, as few as one third the number of mesh points are

required in each coordinate direction compared with a uniformly zoned mesh.

Introduction

It ham long been recognized that the computation mesh is important in

accurately solving finite difference equations, and recently methods for

generating meshes have received increamed attention. These methods are
1,2~-eviewed in several recent publication. They may be classified by the

type ot equations that are solved to generate tl)e meshae, and by the connec-

tivity nf the resulting mesh. In the method k describe here, the generator

equations are elliptic, and :heir solution results in a one to one mapping

from time independent natl.ral or logical coordinates to time varying phyPi-

cal coordinates.

In formulating the generator equations, our ❑ajor concern 16 with iden-

tifying and controlling the properties of the mesh that affect the accuracy

of difference equations. Among these are the variation in ❑esh ●pacing from

one mesh interval to the next, the skewness of the intersection of ❑esh

lines, ●nd the orientation of the mesh lines wltb ~eepect to

vector field.

All of theoe properiles are quantifiable, ●nd their values

trolled by formulating variational principles. Ae described

a specified

can be con-

in ●arlier
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papers, the control can be incorporated into an adaptive
3,4

the-dependent problems. This method has been applied
5 6

magnetic reconnection, multiple shocks, and energy

targets.
7

mesh generator for

to the modeling of

tranaport in laser

Here, we consider the application of the mesh generator to practical

problems. We address the issues that arise when the domain is arbitrarily

shaped, and when reliability is important. Thus, in addition to reviewi)g

earlier work on the variational method, we will describe alternative varia-

tional principles for adaptivity, and describti the solution of an inve:se

problem where one must discover the equations that generate a given mesh.

The Variational Meti~od— —.

We use a variational method to derive a system of partial differential

equation? whose solution in the x-y plane generates a mapping from a rec-

tilir.ear domain in natural coordinates (q,n), to an arbitrarily ahaped
i-1

domai!i in physical coordinates (x,Y). The images of C, = X Ac,, 1 < i < N

and

cal

the

A

j-l
14

=XArI
‘j ~ j’

1 < j < M, are the vertices of the mesh, x
fj’yij’

in phyBi-

space. Thus , the level curves c = 41 and n = n
~

in physical space are

mesh lines.

Analysis has shown that a mapping iB completely specified by the c.cien-

tatlon of level curves of c and n with the x and y axes, k x Vc, !’ x Vn; by

the orientation of level curves c and n with respect to each other, VC “ Vn;

by the Jacobian, J = x y - Xnyq; and by the aspect ratio (a/y)
1/2

c~n*
, where

2~mx +y:, y=x;+y.11 Naturally, properties of the mapping are related
c

to properties of the mesh. The Jacobian, for example, is the volume of a

cell, and the aspect ratio is the ratio of the height of the CC1l to its

width,

The global properties of the mopping may be characterized by integrat-

ing the measure~ above over the physjcai dcmain, D. The orientation of

level curves of c and n with ~espect to y and : is measured by the

functional

IW = ~~ dxdyJ{(y x VL)2 + (y x VrI)2} ,

the skewness by,
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1 = :1 dxdy {Vg ●

o
D

and the distribution of

Iv = jr dxdy WJ ,
D

Vn}2J3 ,

volumes by,

where w(x, y) is a positive weighting function. The aspect ratio is related

to the integral,

is = ff Jxdy {(VG)2 + (Vn)2}/W(X,y) .
c

Conversely, we ❑ay determine the properties of the mapping by Minimiz-

ing the integrals. For e-:ample, when we minimize the integral Is with

W(x,y) - 1, the aspect ratio approaches the value determined by the boundary

condition. To m~nimize I , we intercha:lge depeiident and independent vari-
S

ables and write,

MN
18 = ff dcdn {(x: + Y:)/J + (x; + Y~)/J}/w(x,Y)

11

derive Euler equations by differentiating the integrand with the operators,

and solve them numerically. The Euler equations are those discuseed by

Winslowg
!J

qnd Thorlpson for body fitted cocrdindtes. (When w(”c,y) is rot

zero, ❑inimizing Iu tnduce~ variation in the me~h spacing.)
11

Similarly, mlnimtzfnR IE yielde mesh lined that ~re parallel to ~ and

v, minimizing 10-. yields maeh line~ that Hrc orthogonal to each other, and

minimizing Iv yields UJ2 - con8t. ouch that J is determined when w is given.

(The Euler equationa for minimizing IS, Iv and 10 are given in Ref. 4.)

The Adaptive Me6h

Ae simple nnalyois demo$~atratea, the truncetiou error in finite dif-

ference equatione ia generally proportional to the ratio of the gradient
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scale length of the data to the mesh spacing.

the grad ients in the solut ion by increas ing

Increasing the resolution of

the number of mesh points

decreases the truncation errors. When gradients are large in a restricted

region of the flow, increasing the resolution only where they are large

decreases truncation errors more efficiently than increasing the resolution

everywhere. (When the number of mesh points is fixed, overall accuracy IS

increased if resolution 18 increased in regions with large gradients at the

expense of regions with small gradients.)

To make the mesh adaptive, we must be able to control the mesh spacing.

To gain this conrrol, we may use volume weigt,ting, induced variation, or

equidistribution. With ~ = ~ = V@, minimizing IE equidistributes the varia-

tion in the solutfon, $, over the mesh,

Similarly, the weight function, w(x,y), in Iv or 18 will cause clustering of

mesh lines where w(x,y) is large and dilation where w is small, although in

different ways.

In making the mesh adap~ive, we must relate changes Iu mestt spacing to

changes in the solution. In equidistrlbuting the variation in ~, we are

making certain assumptions about how the error in the solution depends on

mesh spacing. If we set w(x,y) = ((1/.))V$)2 in minimizing Iv, (and

similarly in 18) we are causing the ratio of J and the gradlent scale length

of the solution to approach a constant rat.u over the mesh.

In Fig. 1, which 1S reproduced from Ref. 3, 1S shown the clear correla-

tion between minimizing I with a fixed number of meqh points and the
v

reduction of error in the finite difference approximation to V$.

Comparisons between adaptive and fixed meshes indicates that equivalent ac-

curacy ia obtained with one third as many mesh points in each coordinate

direction in an adaptive as in a fixvd meeh. The maximum relative improve-

ment in accuracy from adaptivity occurs when the average mesh spacing is of

the order of the minimum gradient scale length of the solution.

Solvability and other Practical Problems—

Alone among the variational problems, the solution (,1 the Euler equa-

tione minimizing 10 ia uniquely determined by the boundnry conditions.
10
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Adding IE, l., and Iv to Is to focm the functional I, I = Is -t ~IE + AOIO +
I*

AVIV (as in the penalty method” ) does not alter this property of 18, but it

does alter the orientation, orthogonal ity and volume di~ trlbution of the

sc~lution. How much the solution is altered depends on how large the penalty

terms are in I. Thus, by varying the ,. ;, certain properties of the mapping

can be emph~sized.

In applying the penalties to Is, we must

functional in I. Otherwise, the functfonals

the A-s are then dtiensionful quantities, and

equal effects vary from problem to problem.

Of course, we cannot predict exactly the

non-dimensionaljze the various

have different dlmensionalibj,

the values required to give

properties of the mesh for a

given problem, for they depend on the boundary conditions and the data.

Thus, we are not assured that the values we prescribe for the A*8 will give

satisfactory results. That jti why it is useful to monitor the performance

of the grid generator, and chang’ the specification of the problem if

necessary. The reason we can hope to succeed in this strategy is tt’,at mini-

mizing Is will always result in a grid on which computations can be

performer!. Fsr example, if we discover that the aspect ratio of some zones

has become un,.cceptably large, we, can reduce the penalties so that the rela-

tive importance of Is in 1 is increased and the aspect ratio is improved.

A Numerical Exam-

To illustrate the application of the adaptive mesh generator, we
13

present the results of the numerical solution of Fisher-s equation,

a$Kv.
at

V!$ + $(1 - 1$)/T

with diffusivity, K, and t.l~e constant, r, on the computation mesh shown in

Fig. 2. In one dimension, the solution to Fisher-s equatior correspond to

a front moving with the steady speed V M (K/C)l’2. Across the front, whose

thickness is proportional to K
1/2

, @ increases from zero to ~ne.

The mesh shown in in Fig. 2 is generated by construction, not by the

mesh generator. In fact, minimizing 18 results In a mesh with collapsed

zones at the lobes of the inner boundary. To address this difficulty, wi~h

the coordinates of the mesh specified, we SOIVC for Wo, the correspondin~
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weight function in Iv. This requires the integration of first order, ordi-

nary differential equations along the mesh lines. Of course, W. must be

positive and larger values of Av are required as fewer zones are used.

In subsequently adapting the mesh to the solution, we minimize Iv with
2

a w = W06 that is largest where the (V+,$) is largest. Moreover, we set

the minimum value of $ to one so that adaptivity does not alter the initial

mesh in regions where the gradients are negligible. The maximum valL\e of w

is prescribed in order to control the minimum zone size, and/or the maximum

aspect ratio.

The results without adaptivity, shown in Fig. 3, display the front in-

stability noted by Dwyer in cases where the mesh is too coarse.
1!,

With

adaptivity gJven by minimizing Iv, the front is stable as shown in Figs. 4

and 5. The smallest zones are ahead (to the left) of the maximum apparent

variation in $ to resolve the foot of the front. Further to the left are

dilated zones, and yet further are undisturbed zones.

If instead of minimizing I “, we induce variation by minimizing Is using

w as well as Wo, we obtain the results shown in Fig. 6. The mesh is

clustered where $ varies most rapidly, but it behaves differently away from

the front. Note, especially, the large aspect ratio zones to the left of

the front at the ❑idplane.

We have also used the adaptive mesh in more complftl ted physical

p~oblcms, as illustrated by the example qhuwn in Fig. 7 which are similar to

those in Ref. 5. (The figures shown arc used with the permission of R. D

Matroy.) The calculations modelled the forced reconnection occurring during

plasma formation in a reversed field theta pinch, and required a moving

boundary, changes in scale, and changes in magnetic field topology. In the

upper row, the computation mesh at t = O, 2.4, 4,8 and 12 x 10-5s is shown.

In the lower row tht magnetic field lines and marker particles indicating

the presence of plasma are shown at corresponding t!.mes. The axis of sym-

metry coincides with the left boundary; a coil with time and spatially

vntylng current .oincides with the right boundary. A Lagrangiar? interface

coincides with the vertic:l line between coarse and fine zones initially,

and moves at later times with the plasma. Note the cutting and rezoring of

field lined and the trnpping of plaema in tile closed field region, For this

kind of complicated geometry, the adaptive mesh does easily ~hat would be

very difficult hy any other metlmd.
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Comments

Iri this very brief review, we have described a variational method for

adaptive zoning, discussed a few practical issues that arise in its applica-

tion, and displayed a few simple examples.

What lack of space does not permit us to discuss are a number of other

issues that determine the success or failure of adaptive zoning. Chief

among these is the loss of information iii the convective transport due to

the motion of the grid. A number of new methods have been proposed to

reduce this problem, among which that of Dukowicz”s looks most promising.
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Fig. 1. Minimizing Iv reduces error. Fig. 2. Fisher’s equation is solved
on this computation mesh.

Fig. 3, The front, marked by contours,
is unstable when the mesh is too coarse.

Fig. 4. An adaptive mesh (1 )
corresponding to the solutio~

in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 7. The results of modeling
reconnection in a reversed field
theta pinch by R. D. Milroy are
depicted ir plots of the grid
(above) and plots of magnetic
field lines and plasma marker
particles, The grid is generated
by minimizing Iv with w = (VXB)2/B2.
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